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Nagaland, nested amongst lust scenic mountains and rolling hills, is an 

ideal place for trekking, rock climbing, jungle camping and offers 

limitless exploration possibilities.

Above and beyond tourists can also experience a truly ethnic Naga 

culture with the best local brews served in large bamboo mugs and 

exotic local cuisines which is much better celebrated here.



NAGALAND IS DIFFERENT

COMPARED TO THE 

REST OF INDIA



ABOUT THE STATE NAGALAND

 Nagaland the 16th state of the Indian Union was 

established on 1st December 1963.

 The state of Nagaland has an area of 16,579 

sq.km with a population of 19,80602 as per 2011 

census.

 Kohima, the capital of Nagaland is situated at 

1444m above the sea level.

 Dimapur is the commercial city which links to all 

the major cities of India via air, rail and road.

 70% of the population depends on agriculture.

 Rice is the staple foor of Nagaland.



HOW DIFFERENT IS IT?

WELL ,

SEE

IT 

FOR 

YOURSELF



LANDSCAPES



FOOD



CULTURE

AND SO MUCH 
MORE…..



HERE ARE SOME PLACES 

YOU SHOULD ABSOLUTELY 

VISIT.



KOHIMA

Capital of Nagaland, is a must-visit 

for everyone. Surrounded by breath-

taking mountains and forest. Located 

at a height of 1500m above the sea 

level.

Must see attractions:



KOHIMA WAR CEMETERY



JAPFU peak



DZUKOU valley



KOHIMA state museum



NAGA heritage village



DIMAPUR

One enters Nagaland through 

Dimapur as the airport is situated 

there. It also offers enough delight to 

both nature and history lovers.

Must see attractions:



KACHARI ruins



DEIZEPHE craft village



RANGAPAHAR reserve forest



MOKOKCHUNG

 The liveliest district of Nagaland owing to the 

beautiful traditions, festivals and hospitality of 

the Ao tribe who calls the place home. It have 

mesmerizing hills and streams.

Must see attractions:



LONGKHUM



CHANGTONGYA



CHUCHUYIMLANG



UNGMA village



MON

 Mon belongs to the Konyak Nagas. Its considered 

to be the most fascinating and mystifying place 

because of it rich tribal heritage and uphill 

location.

Must-see attractions: 



VEDA peak



SHANGNYU village



LONGWA village



CHUI village



WOKHA

 The rich hills and green landscape run constant 

in the state and they become livelier and prettier. 

Multicolored flowers, fresh fruits and rivers are 

the main highlights.

Must-see attractions



MOUNT Tiyi



DOYANG river



TOTSU cliff



KHONOMA GREEN VILLAGE

 If one wants to witness the result of a continued 

and harmonious responsible living, then this is 

that place. Clean fresh air, peaceful atmosphere 

and an unspoiled environment. 

Must-see attractions:



THE green village



GH Damant Toumb Monument



DOVIPIE Inn



BENREU

 Benreu in peren district is total solitude. It is 

home to the Zeliang tribe. Apart from enjoying 

the quite and beauty of nature, look out for the 

simple village life of the Naga culture here.

Must-see attractions:



PEREN



Mt. PAUNA tourist village



MELURI

 It is a small and quaint village lying halfway to 

Mt. Saramati. This village is a must visit place in 

Nagaland not only for its beauty but for also for 

its fascinating rock formations.

Must-see attractions:



DZUDU lake



SHILLOI lake



TUENSANG

 Experience the mixed culture and traditions of 

the co-living tribes in Tuensang. This district 

well let you take away some of the most beautiful 

and artistically rich handlooms, handicrafts, 

artwork and jewelry.

Must-see attractions:



TUENSANG



THE living stones of Tuensang



TSADANG



LONGLENG

 Longleng is a thrill-seekers heaven on earth. The 

people are known for there age-old traditions, 

they are also known for its pottery, bamboo work 

and spinning skills, so you can find many 

artifacts to take back home

Must-see attractions:



DIKHU river



KIPHIRE

 If you are seeking adventurous time in the lap of 

nature , Kiphire is your place. It is home to the 

highest peak in Nagaland-Saramati. Spend a 3 

day tracking through the mountain ranges and 

also through the beautiful Rhododendron forest.

Must-see attractions:



SARAMATI peak



WAWADE waterfall



FAKIM wildlife sanctuary



ZUNHEBOTO

 If you visit this place you well be introduced to 

the colorful culture of Sumi Nagas. It have lots to 

offer for travelers, and only you can find out, so 

what are you waiting for. 

Must-see attraction:



SUMI Baptist Church



KELTOMI village home of bees



GHOSU bird sanctuary



SATOI range



PHEK

 It is a beautiful district in Nagaland having vast 

numbers of attractions, is surrounded by a 

spellbinding beauty, home to many lakes, rivers 

and water bodies which are magnificent.

Must-see attractions:



TRIPLE falls



I COULD ONLY COVER THIS 

MUCH

But there’s a lot more you can experience which is 

more then this short presentation can offer.

GET OUT OF HERE

AND BE THERE 

IN THE MOMENT



THANK YOU, FOR BEEN WITH US

YOU ARE WELCOME TO NAGALAND


